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Il1TRODUCTION 

The sub ject matter of this paper was suggested by the 

belief that a treatment of irrationa. l numbers, from the stand 

point of the ·cut" ~unillert has certain points of superiority 

over the common treatment from the standpoint of limits. From 

the point of view of the high school and lower ool,lege cours

es, it is desirable to present a trea.tment of these topi cs at 

once as fJT.6.a- as poas1 ble from all abstraot and intricate log

ical 00nsiderations. a~d at the same time in harmony with a 

striotly logical~treatment. It is desirable if possible that 

the student should have nothing to unlearn when he goes into 

higher work along these lineB~ It mi ght be stated in passing 

that this h8,8 never practically been done by t he limit process'~" 

.! :thQrGugh ca.nvass of this 8ub,j ect mi ght well embrace, 

first. a treatment of al~ the topics related to limite or irrat

ional numbers commonly met with in elementary work. based upon 

fundament~l postulates and oarried out 'in all logical detail 

from the point of view of the "out"; seoond, a comparison of . 

the logical difficulties of this treatment with the treatment 

based upon the idea of limits; third, a psyohologioal study 

of the secondary student in his approach to these topics; 
I 

fo~rtht a study of the traditional treatment from a historical, 

a logical and a psychological point of view; fif~h, the act

ual construotion of a oourse adopted to the oapaoities of sec

ondary students which , at the same time shall be free' from 

actual logical errors and shall fit the student for passing 

naturally to more rigorous treatme,nts. This is too long a 

93235~ 
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program for the present paper and we shall confine ourselves 

to a few phases of it. 

3 

The first step in such a study, that of making a rigorous 

treatment based on fundamental postulates, has generally been 

passed over by the mathematician with the feeling that he could 

supply it . if neeessaIj. Already fwniliar with the traditional 

method of limits, which ,has been worked down to a concise state

ment, the method of the "cut" in its early crude 'orm seems 

oumbersome. Hence , even the mathematician cannot easily judge 

of the relative difficulties of the two treatments in an un

prejudioed way . It is not de sirable that the method of the 

"out" be passed down to the secondary schools until it has been 

Shoroughly worked over by mathematioians and made a ~art of their 

way of thinking. If carried prematurely into the seconda.rY 

school it is liable to be adopted in a crude form as much open 

to objecti~n as the traditio~al method of limits. For this reas

on the main part of this paper i.a devoted to an effort to put 

into conoise and convenient and at the same time logical form,. 

certain of the most elementary not ions arising in aritlunetic ' 

and geometry. 

That the methods of limits is not adapted to secondary 

teaching , is quite widely believed at the present time. S~o

ondary teachers are divided largely between the old method of 

limi te, on the one hand , sn~d not teaching these topics at all, 

on the other. It i s not our pttrpos-e to enter into this dis"", 

ou~sion formally. It is our aim to contrijute towards making 

the method of the "out" a little mor~". familiar, resting ita adop ... 

'tion in ita own intrinsio simplicity, if in the outcome it shall 
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sucoeed in showing itself more 8i~ple than the method of limits. 

It should be borne in mind that a method which may be most 

useful to a trained mathematician, may not be moat easily ad

apted to the young student. And even should the method of lim

it hold its present place in hi gher mathematics, it toes not 

fo l low from this that it is best adapted to the secondary s 

student. 

While it is quite probable that the two methods may 

ultimately be fused together into a method superior to e_ther 

alone, it seems best in this paper to keep as far as possible 

from the pe culiar devices or the method of 1imi ts,. Probably the 
.. 

most characteristic feature of the traditional treatment of in-
1· ' ,10 

finite prooesses, is the so oallt!.cl "epsilon proof". The essenoe 

of this idea of course cannot be avoided. It is however open to 

question whether it i s not possible without any sacrifice of 

logical rigor. to avoid the complicated ,phraseology of the epsi. 

Ion pr~j£. In this paper an effort has been made to avoid the f ( 

form Of the epsilon proof even at a slight sacrifice, in the 

.hope that the effort might lead to an equally simp.le form of 

statement in other respects without the obW1ous disadvantages of 

the epsilon methods. That this is possible in some oases is 

olear from a aomparison of the "out" definition of an irrational' 

number as presented in this paper with the postUlate by whioh 

Dr. Huntington provides for the existenoe of irrationals in his 

artiole "Complete Sets of Postulates for the Theory of Real 

Quant1t1e~" (transaotions of the Amerioan Mathematical Sooiety. 

Vol. 4, No.3, p. 360, July 1903) the ssumption preliminary to 

this definition and to Dr. Huntington's pOBuulates are essentially 
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the same, the results are equivalent. The ansVier to the quest

ion as to which is the simpler will appear only as we use them 

in further wo rk. 





Chapter I. 

A New Treatment of Limits. 

During the earlier period of mathematical work only 

positive numbers are needed to represent the faots with which 

we wish to deal - later positive f~actions and negative num

bers are defined and use4. But still l ater in order to car-

ry on mathematica,l proeesse8" we must define a new kind of 

number. 

To show the need ·of 'such new number, let us try to find 

a number whioh squared will give 3. 

We first prove that no rational number squared wili 

produoe 3. 

Rational numbers are either integral or fractiona.l~ 
2 2 We can easily try the integers 1 ::1; 2 -4. Any number 

greater than 2 squared will give a result greater than 4. 

Therefore no integer squared will give 3. 

Suppose some fraet10n equared equals 3. We shall show 

this to be an absurdity. 

Let alb be the fraction in its low~st terms, wbich 

squared aquals 3(1£ there is any). Then alb X a/b=a2/b 2=3. 

But alb X alb is .still a fraction, since there are no faotors 

in the numera tor and denominator which are oommon. But this 

gives us a fraction in its lowest terms equal to an integer; 

·whioh is a~;Burd. 

Therefore no fraction squ~,red willl give 3. 
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We shall prooeed to define 's new number. 

We assume all rationa l numbers and the principles 

governing them. 

Let us put all posit~ve rational numbers into two class

es according to a definite law which we now s t ate. (In this 

work we deal with positive numbers only). 

No rational number squared equals 3. If a number squar

ed is less than 3. put it in olass A; if greater than 3 put it 

in class B. 

It follows that every A<every B. 

As there is no number which squared will give 3, we es

tablish a number X, which is defined by the relation~ Every 

A (1« -every B( See general process below). 

This number K divides all positive ralional numbers into 

two distinct classes.- For this reason it is called a l1cut 

number." 
\ 

We proceed to lay down a general process by which cut 

numbers can be ,established. 

Suppose we have given any law by which all positive rat-

'* ional numpers can be classified into two classes A and B, 

such that: 1. No rational number iw in two olasses; 2. Every 

A<: Every 'B. 

Then we , define a number K which by definition tS hall have 

the following property: 

E~ery A~X<every B(In a l l our work in thi s article, K 

may possibly turn out ,to be ,rational. In such case we shall 

say it is the smallest of the B's. It may be stated also that , 
, j' ~~~~~I~'~~~ 

t ,here is no largest A. ~~~ 
~~~(~Ar~~ 
~"<I~ 4~~~l.~ ~ ~-/~ /44~ 
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In order that our new ':number may be useful, we must de

fine some of the fundamental operations. 

(I) Definition of Equality , (:). If two cut numbers, 

K and Kl are defined by A and B, Aland Bl respectively - as de

scribed above-a neoessary and sufficient condition that K ~l 

is that every ~ i, ~n Al and every Al is an A. 

(2 ) Definition of Addi tin (+) • If K and Kl are two out 
I ' 

numbers, es tab lished by the ' olasses A and B'; Aland B1 respect-

ively, we shall define Kllas folluws; Given any rational 

D:wnber, 0 to be olassif1ed , i f t here exists an A and an Al such 

that 0 (A~J.l; put 0 in olass All. If there exists no such sum, 

put C in Class Blt 

By th~ law all r at ional numbers may be classified into 

two distinct classes. 

fa) Io rational number is in t wo classes, for numbers in 

class All are le s s than some (A+AI) and all other numbers are 

in cla ss BII . 
, I 

; 

(b) Every AIl ( Every :ell. ' Therefore aocording to our 

gene ral process, we establish a number K11 such that every 

111< Xl1(. every :all, 
I 

e then define K .... K1:.X11 .. where K, K1 and Kll are deter-

mined as above. 

The neoessa.ry and suffioient oondition in orde r that 

Kl+X:rrl{ll is that every A+Al=All and every All is an A+A1. 

We omit 'the proof. 

y 
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, 
(3) Definition of subtraotion C- •• We define subtraction 

so that t he relation Kll_ Kl:K shall mean the same as 

K+KlliKl~. Kl and Kll defined as above J" 
(4) Definition of Multiplication (1). , If K is defined by ~ 

A. and B and Xl is defined by Aland Bl, we shall define Kll aa 

follows: Given any rational number C to be olassified, if there 

exists an' !;..2:Al> C put C in olass All; but if not t put C in 

class :811• 

B'y this law all rational numbers may be put int 0 two 

distinct classes; 

(a) No rational number is in both olasses; for all , numbers 

in class All are less than sama product A X AI, and all other 

number~ are in class Bll. 

(b) Eve,ry A.~1< every Bll. 

Therefore acoording to our gener al process, we establish 

a number Kll. suoh ' that every All( ~~ ev~ry Bll. 

We then define , K x Rl~,lwhen X. Kl and 1(11 are determined 

as above. 

A, necessary and ,suffioient condition that K x Kl:[11 is that 
~ " A"--,- 4-v Ax. a-A' 

A x Al:.l~. Th7.1r~of we shall omi t 8.ls0. 

(Q) De_fini t.i on of D1 vision (+). KII/K1~K ~hall mean K :c: Kl:tX11 

or Xll/K :; ~ :Kl where K. Xl and Kll are defined in multiplication 

above. 
, 11 ' 
K /X1::Sh&11 also be defined as the ratio of Kll to Kl. 

l;oportion shall mean an equality of two suoh raiios. 

We aasumo 1thout proof that the assooiative. commutative 

and d1str1buti1fe laws of rational numbers may be extended to out 

numbers. 





(6) Definition of Kb where K is irrational. 

I. Suppose b integral. We define Kb=K x K --------xK-----
b faot ors t where K x K has been define d in mul tipli cati on. 

II, Suppose b a positive fraction c/d. when 0 and dare 

both integral. 

We define KO/ d;4t to .mean the same as Kc:,.-~ We may wri te this 

Kol d= ftrc: . 
(7) Definiti.on of ~ when K and Kl are both irrational. 

Suppose K defined by A and :B and Xl by Aland Bl according 

to our general law laid down above. Then Kk'Shall be defined 

as follows: Given any ra.tional number C to be olassified, we 

write the law of claSSification as follows: 

If there exists a~ XA'suoh that KA'~ C, put 0 in class All_ 

but if not put C in- olassB11• 

By this law all rational numbers are completely classified 

i nto two distinct classea. 

Ca) No rational numb er is in two classes, for all numbers in 

All are leas than scome nu,mber KA'and all other numbers are in 

clasa BII. 

(b) Every A 11< Every Bll. 

Therefore acoording to our general . process, we shall es

tablish a mumber XlI such that Al~ Kl~ "BII. 

We then define XK':Kll when X, Kland Kll are determined as 

above. 

/u 





Supplement to Chapter I. 

Since wtlting this ohapter, it appears evident that there 

are a variety of ways to define the elementary operations and 

the thej)remB connected with them. 

In this supplement we think we have defined our operations 

so that we ~et greater symmetry and we have made it more com

plete by adding a number of simple and at the same time use

ful theo~ms oonnected with irrationals. All the processes 

defining area, length~ eto~ will go equally as well by this m 

method. We pr'oeee d to lay down a general prooess by whi ch cut 

numbers can be esta,bliahed. Suppose we have gi ven any law gy 

which all positive rational nunmers can be classified into two 

distinct classes A and B, such that: (1) :No rational number 

is in two classes; (2) Every A '-every :B ~ 

Then we define a number K which by definition shall have 

the following property. 

Every A ./....x I.. every B. In this art icle we shall not have 

any largest A or smallest!. If the out number turns out 

rational. we will let it be the K(K then may sometimes be 

rational and sometimes irrational). 

Definition of Equality. (:II) ~ 
. \ 

Given K and KI defined by classes A and B. AI and BI 

respectively. 

Given also that every A z an A! and every AI : an A. 

we shall say by definition K = X' . 

Theorem: A necessary and sufficient condition that K = li ' 

is t~t: 

(1) Every B • a Bt an d every Bt .~. 

II 





( 2) Every A '-Borne A ~ · and every A ~ < B orne A. 

(3) Every B1some:B1 and every Bi '7Bome E~ 

(4) Every A.Levery B' and every AI~every B. 

(5) Every A ! an AI and every 13 s a EI. 

(1) Every 13 : a B' and every BI is a :8" 

(a) Glven: every A : an AI and every AI = an A. 
. To prove that every B ;: a B~ and every B' s a B. 

~\lJl·ll1tfl.':e 13:;a B', then B • an AI by defini ti on of cut. 

But by detinitlbli1(.IDf eq~lity every 'A' • an .l. 

• • B ; an A which oontradicts our definition of a cut . 
• . -Every B - a :B I • • • 

Similarly every]1 • a B. 

(b) Given every E = a B' and every BI. a B. 

To prove that every AI • an A and every At': an A: 
I -

Suppose A~ an A, then AI: a B and by hypothesis = 
a BI but this oontradicts our definition of cut num-

bers. 
· . 
• .Every A. I = an .1 an d c anv e r se ly eve ry A. : an A I 4! , .. , 

(2) Every. A Lsome AI and every AI' some A. 

(a) Given; every A • some AI and every AI = an A~ 

To pro~e that every A. -'.. same A.I and ev~ry A' J.- some A. 
Proof: Every A '- some other A = AI 
, 

~ ~ Every A ~ some AI. 

Similarly every AI~' Bome A. 
,+ 

(b) Given every A. Ls~me AI and every AI L some A.. 
II 

T'o prove that every A :: an At and every A' : an J.. 

Proof: Consider any A. 

By hypothesis it is~ss than some At. 





But by definition all numbers J.. ~1 sane AI s. 
• 

e: • 
•• Every A= an A' 

Similarly every A' = an AI' . 

(3) Every B 7some :8' and every :8' 7 some B4! 

(a) Given eve!7 A : an A' and every A' K an A. 

To prove that every 13 7 some B' and every B1, some B. 

Proof: Every B. 7 BaIne other B. 

, But b::7 (1) every B=a Bt. I 
., '1,' ~ r3 --t ~ ra 

Simi la~ly every B I 7 some B. 

(b) Given every B ., some 13 1 and every B' 7s ome B. 

To prove that every A = an. AI and every A' an A. 

Proof: Consider any B. 

By hypothesis B 7 some B'. 

13 

But all numb ers 7 B' are Bta and by hypothesis Bl B' • 
• 

• • Every B • a B I • 

Similarly every B' = a B. 

But by (1) if ever; B :: a B' and every B' • a B. 

Every A = an At and every AI =-an A. 

(4) Every .A. I. every]31 a.nd. every A' i. e,very B. 

(a) Given every A • an A' and every A' = an A. 

To prove that every A <. every B I and eV8T\J AI '- every B • 
. 

Proof: Every A : an A' by hypothesis. 

Every A'L.veDy~1 by definition of cut • 
• 

• • 'Every A i...every IP 

Similarly every AI "-ever; 13. 

(b ) Given every A L every B' a.nd every A1 ~ every B. 

To prove that every A • an A.and every AI = an A.. 

proof: Consider any A. 





By hypothesis every A ~every 13 1 • 

• 
•• Every A must = an AI. 

Similarly .every B = a BI 

(5) Every A = an AI and every13 : a B' • 

(a) G i veneve ry A = an A' and every B =-a B I • 

~o prove that every AI = an £ and every13' = a B. 

Suppose Ail ~ an A. Then. A-A .: a B. 

But by hypothesis every B :I: a ]3' • 

• 
• • A~ = ~I which contradicts our definition of a 

out number • 
• 

• • Every AI = an .l4t 

Similarly every BI : a :B. 

It ca.n be easily proved that if K : K I and K' = Kit t that 

K = K" 

Definition of Inequalities ( ~ )41 

Given A~KLB. 

Also AI ~K' J. 13' • 

If BJ?- AI exists such that every AI 7some B, we shall say by 

defini ti on that K 17 ,K or K . 'X~ .. 

A necessary and sufficient condition that K'7K 1s that: 

(ll An AI • e.13. 

(a) Gi-ven that e'VJ&7:y AI 7 some B. 

To prove that some AI =-some B. 

~~oof: Every number 7a B is a B by definition of cut. 

A~ ., acme B • 
• 

• •. AI is a B. 

If< 





(b) Given that ' some AI : some B. 

To prove that some AI ,?some B. 

Proof: Some AI. a:B7another B • 
• 

' . • 3 orne A' ., a B. ,: 
t, I 

If K , KL and K~' ''' KtI. 

To prove, tha. t K., xn . 

Given 4U.~B 
AI1(Kt~Bl Defining K, K' anq Kn. 

, AI J., K" L Bft 

By hypothesis K 7 X~ 

By theormn (1) some A = a B' • 
• 

• • Some A., every AI 

Also by hypothesis, K "'7 K" . 

By the'Orem (1) some AI = a BU. 
• . . Some AI 7every 'Au. " 
• . . Some A 7 e-yery A." :I a Btl. 

But by (1) if some A = a Bn 

K 7K" .• 

Given A LK~:B and At" K' ' B I. , 
To prove that one and only one of the relation K : K or K £ K!' or 

K '7 Kt holds • 
Let us assume K f'K t nor K+K ' 
To prQve K • K'. -

By theorem of une~uality. 

KtK' means that no At = a Band 

K{K' ' n n A 

By definition of cut numbers, if any A';ra B it must equal an A. 

Similarly every A must equal an At. 
• 





(2) ':Co prove that no two of the relations above hold at the 

same t.ime. 

( a) Gi ven K • K I • 

To prove xix' nor K~K' • . 

By . hypothesis It :: K' .• 
• 

• • Every A S oan AI and every AI • an A. 

But AI -Ia a B and A. ..... B I • 

• . . 
1. Suppose K 7KI. To prove K -:f l{1 no:;r K ~ Kf. 

2. By (a) K #K'. IfK7K~ some _A = aB'4 

3~ Suppose K J. K' then S)me At • So ~. 

4~1 We shall prove thi s to be absurd. 

5. Every A (. ever.r B • . ~ 

6. Every AI J.... Every B' 
Bydefini ti on. of cut. 

7. By hypothesis some A :I a BI • 

8~~y supposition some AI : a B .• 

Substitute (7) in (5) Some B'~ every B.~ 

Substitute (7) in (6) so~e B ~ Every B' 
Cont l'sdicti on. 

Ii, 





Chapter III 

In this chapter, we shall apply our principles of 

Chapter 1 in defining Area, Lenght, etc. For this purpose, we 

shall make the following assumptions • . 

(1) Assume all . r~t.ional numbers. 

{2} Assume that to every rational number corresponds 

a point ' on a straight line, which we shall ·eall a rational 

point~ 

(mtiij may be done in a variety of ways ~ ·See Joung' B 

"TheQry of Sets of ·o1nts. Tile patti_culsr method which we a.dopt 

is defined by our third aasumption~ 

e lhall designate point s on a straight line by ~t -- - - ~I< 

. . . . . . . . . . . . . . and the corresponding numbers by &1, .82, a3 •• 

. . . . . . an, where ale C orra sp onds t 0 ~. 

(3) Assume that any line or line segment may be placed 

upon any other line or line segment, and when so placed, if 

17 

"'J' eorresponding to j of one line.J shall fall upon~' correspond

ing to a~ may be made to fall upon ~ sf ~'correspOnding to as 

whin and only when raJ~1 = ~ i-4e\ • . 

If aiLa;j we shall saYcl;{Q?' which we may read ~ lies 

to . the left of 7' . 
Definition of i enght. 

Given any two rational numbers k and aL corresponding to 

.,.!~and dz:. • we de~e the length from 0( to~ to be the num

ber) = laL~kr= ~i. It follows from our definition of 

length, that ,a neoessary and sufficient condition that two lines or 

line seg~ents are equal is, they mal be made to ooincide, 
\, 





Irrationals 

Let an irrational number K be defined by the olasses 
. 

A and ~ aocording to our definition laid down in Chapter I. 

Let the rational poin~Scorresponding to the A's and B'a 

be marked down upon a line • 

.l ••..•.. 4 ••••••• B ••••••.. B 
I ' 

~ 
Now As<Br, henoe, ~s~r • 

But .In<K(Bn alld there is n~ point oorresponding to ·, .. :./r. 
Let us eatab~ish a. point 1(,"1 c~rrespOnding to K' • , Then by ex

ten-ding our definition of the , symboeto these new pOints._ it 
oo<iH 

follwos from the above that ~~'n. 

By a similar process we can eBtablish as many irrational 

numbers and their corresponding point s as we desire. 

We .%tend our definition of length to irrationals, ~ 
\}X-Klj. where classes A. and B define K and classes Aland B1 de

fi'ne Kl. 

~heorem of proportionality of sides £! triangle. 

Given any triangle ABC with any line DE drawn parallel to 

any base, say AC and parts marked as below • 
... 

To prove alb :c/d. 

Divide a into anY suitable mumber of equal divisions . Call 

thelength of a:ny one of these divisions u. 





Draw line's thru these points of div.ision parallel to ED. 

mhese lines will cut a .into equal parts (By theoren of plane 

geometry) Call the 1 ngth of one of th; se. divisions u ' • 

N,ow a/u :; cju' .. 

If 

]ext apply this unit u to b and mark points of division and 

draw parallel lines as before . 

It ill go a nimber of times with possibly a remainder. 

The remainder, however , is less than the unit; if it were not 

we should apply ,it again. 

Mark the last poi.nt of division l? 1 .4! !rhere will be a po int 

on EO oorresponding to P t which we shall call pl. Call the , , , . 
length of the line segments DP;b, and EPjd, respectively. 

1) ow divide ·":;.ip any way jou ohoose into equal divisIons, 

u I will) 'be divided into the same number of equal divisions by 

our para11e I line s ,. 

pp1y these new units to band d respectivel~ beginning 

at D and E. 

Mark points of l ast application on b, Pr (r:l •••... n) 
, 

and on d
J

. r • Mark. lengths of segments DPr and EQr' br and ~ 

respectively. 

b and d are defined by the outS)A L b ~ B 
(AI,,- d,BI 

Atu L bju <B/u and A'/u'~.ap.' ~ 13 I ju' by division . (This is a 

rcut in ir~at.ik>nals) 
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:By . definition of equality of two aut numbers it wIll fol-

low that bju : dju' if we oan show that: 

(I) Any a/u L soma A' jul. 

(2) Any '/u'L Some · /u. 

Any A L some bn -

• ~ Any / u L some bn/ U ( 1 ) 

But any bn/u : soae dnJu' (2) 

Also any dn Lsoma AI, 

.-. Any dn/u'~ some A'/u' (5) 

Henee from {I}, (2), (3), any /u leome A'/u'_ 

Similarly any Al/u' 'some A/u. 
Henoe blu = dIu ' by definition of equality_ 

Then by alternation bid = u/u' which was to be proved . 

But ale = u/u' •••• ale = bid . By multiplying by a/b we get 

alb = c/d. 
·This is readily seen to include commensurab le cases as 

well as incommensurable, for bn for some value of n will equal 

b J als·o dn for the same value of n will eQual ~ if commensurable. 

e now assume the fo~lowing proposit ions from plane 

ge ometry. 

(1) In the same circle or i n equal circles , equal centra l 

ang~es inter cept equal arcs and conver~ely . 

(2) In the same oircle of in equal circles, equal chords 

subtend equal arcs and are equally distant f rom the center. 

Cor. 1. If the chords are unequal, the greater is closer 

to the center and sub tends the greater arc . 

(3) e assume superposition of figures and elementary not

ions conneoted therewith. 





114 (continued) ;(/ 

We are now ready to define Area. -
Another simple way of defining 1 . area, would be to define the 

area of a reotangle as tbe base multiplied by the altitude. It 

would then be necessary to define the area of a triangle and 

to prove that the area of a triangle equals the gase, multiplied 

by . one half the alti tutle. 





In ordinary treatments the area of a triangle is not 

proved unique ,. 

The two methods of treatment are essentially of equal 

sintplioity_ The triangle 1s ueed mars. It is easi r to divide 

most figures into triangles than reotangles. 

We define the area of a triangle ,to be the base times 

one half of the altitude. 

It .111 be neceesary to show that the base multiplied py 

the altitude is i 'ndependent of the base and 81 ti tude used. 

To do this, we 

( ." 
I 

, 
( '-
I " '" 

"" ) 
t desire to prove that base AC x Al ti tude BD r;: base AlB x 

~ I 

of sides of 

triangles whioh are similar(commensurable and inoommensurable) 

In the similar rt. triangles , ACF and ABD, ACjCF = AB/ED. 

Therefore AOBD ;; ABFC. 

Similarly t BCD 

We shall now prove that the area of a reotangle equals the 

base times the altitude. 

We assume that , any figure may be cut into any nwnber of 

::::; :;Z;; ::j~ Ae:;:1~g:::/~ 
~f~p· 





.1-3 

Given tHe reotangle ABCD with base AB and altitude AD. 

We to prove that ~8 Area = AB x 

p 

From any in DC, Say E. draw li ne s to A and B 

thus f orming the triangle AEB. with base AB and altitude AD. 

By definition of Area of a triangle. the area of ABE equals 

AB.AD/2. We shall show that the area o~ the rectangle is twice the 

area of the triangle with the same base AB and t he sameallti tude 

AD. 

Draw PKparallel tQ ~ cutting AD so that D~ = PA. 

By geometric proof of transversals cut by parallel lines, 

EL -l.At Ell ::: MS, EN == 1m and CK = KB. 

~riangle PLA = triangle LEM for: 

£PLA : ~ELM 

'EML = LLPA 

kLEM ;: LLAP 

Side EL - side LA. -
In like manner we oan prove that triangle EMN :: triangle 

NBX. But triangles PLA and Th~K added to t he trapezoids LMAS and 

lOBS ,just fill out the triangle EAB and a t the same time uses 

up the rec1tangl'e ABCD. 

Therefore the area of a redtangle is equal to two times the 

area of a triangle with an equal base and an equal altitude. 

We shall now show that our definiti on and proof corresponds 

to the general notions of area. 

If AB 
: 1 and AD = 1. then the area AB.AD -I. 





We designate this as one square unit~ 

A13 
If ' AS _ 1 and AD: n units then we see that AB x AD = n square -

If AB = m units and AD. = n units. then we see that 'AB AD 

equalsm x n equare units. 
m 

1l I ..oL C 
1 1 I I 

1 
t-- .-- ._-r--

n 

L. ,J I \ . 
I 

~ 

rrom our definition of the Area of triangles. ·we can 

compute the area of trapeziods, trapeziums, parallelogr ams, and 

all figures which can be divided int o triangles. 

e d~f'ine the area of any plane figure to me·an the sum of 

the areas of the parts into which the fi gure may be divided. 

e now Show · hat this area will be t he same, ho ever the 

£1 gu.re 1 s di vi de.d. 

Let us choose ~nY' plane .. , figure .A:BCDEFGH. and .divide it 

by passing red lines thru it a.ny way desired~ Then devide 
f· 

. . 
by blue lines in any oth~r way. Now· by . counting common areas we c 

can easily see that the . A 
f,rk ~ 4 . -...----:--
r~/~H ! 

two diviSions inclose the same area. 

0/ 

lY 





Definition of the circumference of a circle. 

Given a circle radius 

n sides. We shall 
. ~ 

also ciroumscribe a polygon of n sides. Next increase the 

number of sides of the inscribed and circumscribed polygons in 

any way you choose. 

We now state the law for determining the circumference of the 

circle. 

Divide all rational numbers into two classes A and B. 
~. 

Fut all numbers equal to or less than the perimeter of any 
.A 

inscribed po lygon i nt o class A. Put all other numbers into Class E. 

All rational numbers are classified in such a manner that t 

1. No rational number is in two classes, for every A is less 

than the perimeter of some inscribed polygon, and all other 

numbers are in class B. 2. Every A. (every 13 

Aocording to our genersl process laid down in Chapter . I, 

classes A ancf B establish a cut number K which is defined by the 

relation. Every A<K<.every B. We shall . c~ll the length of the 

circumf . .,rence so defined 21tr I wh&!"e r is the r ad.ius of the in

aari bed .circle. 

Later we shall show how to compute 11 to any required deo

imal place. It still remains to be proved that 0:0 1 ; r:rl , whe re 

Q and 01, rand rl are the oircumferences and radii re spectively of 

two circles. It then follows that ~ is a constant. 





IIg 

Thi-s we shall procee d t a prove. 

Given any two circumberences O' and 0' with radii rand rl 

respectively. 

To prove 0:0' = r:r'. 

Proof: Place the circles concentric at 0 as in figure. 

Draw radii rand r'. 

The inequa.li tie s A. L C l::B and A' L. 0' ~ B' defineC and C'. 

A/r '-efr 1.. B/r and Al/r'J.. C/r'L.. B 1 Ir' • 
i 

By definition of equlity of two cut numbers it will fol-

low that, O/r • O'/r' t if we can show that: 

(1) Any A/r ~ some AI Ir' . 
(2) Any Al/r' L.. some A/r. 

Let Pk and Pk represent the perimeter of the corresponding 

insoribed polygons respectively. 

Any A l some In- ••• Any A/r'-- Pn/r (1) 

:But any Pn/r • some Pn/r l (2 ) 

Also any P-A '- some AI _ • -. p~/rl L some AI /r~ (3) 

Hence from (1), (2) t (3) t Any A/r L some A' Ir' • 
Similarly Any AI /r' t. aome A/r. 

Henoe C/r = O'/rl. 





We shall noW compute " correct to two decimal places 

by the aid of our inscribed polygons and then show by the aid 

of a ciroumsoribed polygon that we have TTwithin these 





Insoribe a regular hexagon in the circle (0 0). 

4all radius of circle r (r : 1) 

The perimeter of the inscribed hexagon = 6r • 6. 

Draw OK to oentre of line EF and extend to the circum

ferenoe. It will bisect the ohord and the arc (EF) 

OK = r12 - (1/2)2 = 1/2 f3. 
KG = 1 - 1/ a (3': 

DQuble the number of, 8i des of the inscribed polygon as 

indiaated in the"aooompaning figure. FGK is a rt A wi th 

base FK. 81 t i tude K:.:G:...;a;;;n;;d_h'-'_;.iiiiiiiiilil ....... 

1'1 =(X21-iG2 = 11/2)2 _ (LJ./2 (3)2 : (2- (3:" 
Draw from O. OK' perpendicular to FG as before. 

OK' will bisect chord and arc FG. 

FKI 

OK' 

x ,.:a: = 1 _ • 966 =. 034 

FlI = y rx2 ~ HK' 2 = . 2612 

Double the number of sides as before and'draw OK". 

FK" = .2612 = (.1306 
2 ! 

OK" : r 12_ (.1306)2 = .9915 

KI'I = 1 - .9915 =.0085 

FI : r~ K"I2 = .13087 

Our perimeter has now 48 ' sides. 

48 x .13087 = 3.1408 for the value of /lto two decimal places. 
2 

.~.171 3.1408 





~hi8 process may be o$ntinued as often as desired. ' 

' We shall now show that our result is correct to two 

de c imal ];)lacea. 

Take a o1rc~scribed polygon of the same number of sides 

construoted so that the sidesaf the inseri bed and cireumscri b-

ed polygons will be parallel. 

We now have two similar rt.~ I " OFK '11 and OF"fJ. 

'F" I J:FK" I t 1:.9979 . (See figure) 
• 

• ~ F" 1 J = .06543 .!. .99'19 = .06547 • 
• 

:But F" 1 J is one of the equa.l sides of a 96 S.ided polygon" 

._ ~. rrl..06547 x 96 : 5.1425. Correct to two decimal places • . 
a 

n = 3.1408 3.1425 ~ remainder. 
' 2 ~ 

= 3.14165 r remainder. Rema.inder L. 001. 





Chapter tIll 

In this ohap'ter we shall cri tically examine some of the 

most widely known textbooks in .plane geometry and algebra 

and inquire into the present teaching of limits in the high 

schools. 

If we carefully examine present te~t books on limits, we 

readily conclude that pupils studying them would have the wrong 

conception of infinity, infinitesimal and limit. They would 

think of infinity as a large number, of an infinitesimal as a 

small number, and of a limit as something mysterious of which 

they cannot form a conception. 

TheBe are a few definitions and implic~tions from some of our 

leading high school texts on geometry and algebra. 

Jooelyn of A.nn Aryor, in his High School and College 

Algebra, defines a limit as follows: "The limit ofa variable 

is a constant, the valuo of which the Variable can never reach 

but to '!lhich it may approach so nea.rly by ~uccessive ~teps, that 

the difference shall be lees than any assignable quantity'. 

Frofessor Wells of Massachusetts Institute of Teohnology 

says,(Plane and Solid G~ometry, Page 81 Art. l86)"The difference 

between a variable and its limit can be made as small as you please 

but oannot be made equal to zero" To show the "sumn of an in

finite series, whioh according to any definition he had given, 

did not el(ist, he takes the series 1+~1fo ............ ~n 
lIe asserts that the last term c'an be made as small as . we 

please. but not zero. From this atateme~t, he draws the con

clusion that the limi t of .t he sum exists. Suppose he had tri e d 

some other Simple series, say + l~fo+¥~~ .•••••••..•• ~ 





The II th term can be ma.~e · aa small. as we please by making n 

large enough. y~t it is easily pDoved that there is no limit 

to the sum, for by taking nlarge enough we can make the sum 

greater than any quantity previously aSSigned. 

'" Sahul tz and Sevenoak ~~~ ('Plain Ge ometry, page 90 Art. 211 ) 

n A-. variable can never reach its : limit, 

Milne leads us to believe (Academic Algebra p.56) that one 

can add an infinite nmnber of terms to get a sum. He says 

(Aca demi c Algebra ;~ 380; Art. 114) "If a fini te nlunber be div

ided by -an infini tesimal number, the quotient will be an infinite 

number." Now it is well established usage that an infinitesimal 

is not a number at all. It is a variable which approaches 

zero as a limit. Neither is infinity a number (according to 

any defini tion of nmnber which had been defined at this stage of 

mathematical work) but rather a condition. 

Schultze in h :::' 8 elementary algebra defines a root as one 

of the equal factors of a power. lle.0then gives such expressions 

as 'Yffin his e:x:erCise~ witho~t so much as mentioninc incommen

surables or even approximatio~a. 

31 

These persons who claim that a variable never ~eaches its limit 

Lim. :. . Lim 2 Hm 
x : 9 s ~n ~.1t. !: a x t x· t 45° 

.J. 

surely have forgotten such fUnction as . ~ 

Lim.· ' . ~ ~l- ~ 
sin ~x. --- . t x ; a x~~ eX1S s and the 

function reaoh~-It it, ~ (a to) but the x~~mi t .!:: does not exist 

Lim ,31 exists but the function does not ' reach it. 
x~ao% 

To be sure some variables do not reach their li.mits, but these 

are the exoeptions and not the rule, 





Many variables also pass their limits, 

For definitions ·of the various terms used I refer you to 

some good caloulus. (Campbell or Osgood or any good text ) 








